VISUAL CONCERTTM COLLABORATION PRODUCTS FOR VIEWSTATION
VISUAL: vizh' oo el
1.

Serving or pertaining to the sense of sight.
2. Of or pertaining to instruction by means of vision.

CONCERT: kon' sûrt
1. Series of musical compositions performed one at a time.
2. Harmony.
3. Synonyms: collaboration, partnership, alliance, union.

What is Visual Concert™?
Visual Concert from Polycom is a series of collaboration
products designed to maximize the video communications
experience for casual and power users alike. This
innovative approach to information sharing provides the
highest resolution possible (SXGA)! For the first time
ever, end users can select from a growing suite of tools to
complement the ViewStation line of videoconferencing
systems. Whether the need is to share digital information
from a PC or Macintosh, hardcopy material or 3D objects,
Visual Concert offers easy-to-use solutions.

Visual Concert™ PC
Visual Concert™ PC is a PCMCIA one-slot card that hot
swaps right into your laptop. Just plug the RJ-9 connector
into the ViewStation microphone, and you’re ready to start
displaying live data in your videoconference or locally to a
conference room at high resolution. The best part about it is
that it’s easy to use - plug and display! Designed for standard
ViewStation™ customers: ViewStation™, MP and DCP.
Unlike a traditional scan converter, the image is captured in
its native format and coded for 4 x FCIF (704 x 480 NTSC,
704x576 PAL) display at the far end or locally on NTSC
monitors. Also available in a software only (IP) version.

Visual Concert™ FX
The only collaborative product on the market with the
capability of transmitting high resolution SXGA (1280 x
1024) live graphics and high quality audio at speeds up to
15 fps, including a multi-point call! Just plug in your
laptop, desktop or Macintosh to the Visual Concert FX and
begin sending images from business applications,
proprietary applications, the Internet, rendering
applications or even a video clip, all at the touch of a
button. While viewing up to four sites on four monitors,
captivate the audience’s attention with Dual Stream
graphics on a high-resolution projection system. No
matter the sharing application, enhance your ViewStation
FX or VS4000 functionality with a Visual Concert FX.

Visual Concert™ DC
This custom integrated document camera has the ability to
send images at SXGA (1280x1024) resolution, with full
motion capture during a video call! Save images from the
glass onto a PCMCIA card, annotate images with a virtual
drawing pen, view transparent material using backlighting or
send a high-resolution preview with the Snapshot button.
Login remotely through a specially designed web browser
and view material on the platform while in a video call, or
not! Collaboration now expands beyond just sharing digital
files. Share printed material, a procedure, an experiment or
any three-dimensional object and enhance your video
communication effectiveness!
NOTE: ViewStation SP and ViewStation products require minimum of Release
7.0 software. ViewStation FX/VS 4000 requires minimum of Release 4.0
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